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COVID-19 Vaccine update

Image Courtesy: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

• Vaccines for coronavirus in cats 
• Increased risk of “feline infectious peritonitis”
• Similar phenomena seen in animal studies of SARS vaccine

• SARS-CoV-2 shares 80-90% of its genetic material with the 
virus that causes SARS and 50% with MERS

• SARS and MERS vaccines in various stages of development
• Research halted when outbreaks were contained
• Previous SARS and MERS vaccine research now being revived

SARS = Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
MERS = Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Int J Biol Sci. 2020; 16(10): 1678–1685. doi: 10.7150/ijbs.45053.
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Unfortunately, no safe and effective vaccines against coronaviruses have been developed -Decades ago a vaccine for a coronavirus in cats known to cause feline infectious peritonitis, was developed however actually ended up increasing the chance of cats getting sick with the virus. Similar phenomena were observed in animal trials of SARS vaccines. With both SARS and MERS, extensive research into vaccine development did occur with some success in animal models, however epidemics ended before vaccine development was complete thus halting research.-As Sars-CoV-2 shares between 80% and 90% of its genetic material with the virus that causes SARS, researchers have now resurrected previous vaccine work allowing for very rapid development of COVID-19 vaccine prototypes -Research indicates SARS-CoV-2 changes slowly and does not appear particularly good at dodging the immune system which provides hope that an effective vaccine will be found. 



N Engl J Med 2020; doi:10.1056/NEJMp2005630. [Epub ahead of print] 
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So when can we expect to have a vaccine against COVID-19?�Traditionally, vaccine development and testing occurs sequentially and often over 10 or more years. Once animal testing is complete, clinical trials in humans can commence, which consist of 3 phases:��Phase 1, involves a few dozen healthy volunteers and tests the vaccine for side effectsPhase 2, involves several hundred people, usually in a part of the world affected by the disease, and studies if the vaccine is effectivePhase 3 is a much larger trial, usually several thousand people, who will be randomly assigned to treatment with the vaccine or placebo to give a more robust measure of vaccine effectiveness and safety In a pandemic situation,  multiple activities related to vaccine development and testing must occur concurrently. Some steps may be expedited or skipped entirely with some scientists arguing the risk of delaying the advancement of vaccines is much higher than the risk of causing illness in healthy volunteers. Very early manufacturing scale-up to commercial capacity must occur before safety and effectiveness is established to ensure that if vaccines are successful in human trials they can be distributed as quickly as possible. In the case of the H1N1 influenza pandemic, a vaccine was developed relatively rapidly, largely because influenza-vaccine technology and manufacturing was already well developed. Despite the steps being taken to expedite development, scientists estimate it will be at least 12-18 months before a COVID-19 vaccine is widely available. That is assuming there are no bumps along the way such as side effects, dosing issues, and manufacturing problems.



COVID-19 Vaccine update

• Unanswered questions and future challenges
• Unpredictability of outbreaks and need to prepare trial sites
• Acceptance of randomized, controlled trials with placebo groups
• Manufacturing capacity
• Duration of immunity 
• Ethical distribution of vaccine globally

N Engl J Med 2020; doi:10.1056/NEJMp2005630. [Epub ahead of print] 
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-As it is early days in the search for a vaccine against COVID-19, many unanswered questions and challenges lie ahead.-Conducting clinical trials during a pandemic poses additional challenges as It’s difficult to predict where and when outbreaks will occur and to prepare trial sites to coincide with vaccine readiness for testing.-Given the public fear and uncertainty, as we progress to phase 2 and 3 trials, people may be reluctant to enrol in a study where there is a chance they will receive placebo and not vaccine. -For novel vaccine technologies, most of which are unlicensed, large-scale manufacturing has never been done -Furthermore, once we have a vaccine how effective will it be? The overall effectiveness of vaccines is influenced not just by the vaccine’s ability to stimulate an appropriate immune response but also by degree of public uptake and timing of vaccine availability in relation to pandemic activity. �- As with naturally acquired infection, the potential duration of vaccine immunity is unknown. Additionally, the virus causing COVID-19 could eventually mutate in ways that would make previously effective vaccines ineffective.-Because pandemics are a global threat, there are significant ethical considerations regarding Canada's responsibilities to the global community, such as international cooperation and assistance to other countries to promote equitable access to vaccines. 
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